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**Municipality Plans New Water Network; Acquires FRG Loan**

The municipality of Capital has decided to have the network of new water systems. The project has been planned by the Ministry of Public Works and the local government. The project will be financed by a loan from the German government. The loan will be used to construct new water lines and improve the existing ones. The project is expected to be completed within the next two years.

**Landing On Moon**

TV Cameramen

**CENTO**

Rumanian, Yugoslav Leaders Stress Equality Among Parties

**International Club**

FOR SALE

**Pak, Saudi Arabia Stress Muslim, Arab Solidarity**

**STOP PRESS**

**New Rumors Emerge**

**MIG 21's Make First Pass At American Planes In Vietnam; Two MIG 17's Downed In Clash**

**Six Injured As Irish Republicans Clash With Police**

**Now Twice a Week to CHINA**

The Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) has started a new weekly flight to China. The flight will depart from Karachi and arrive in Beijing. The airline has been providing services to China for over 50 years and is now increasing its frequency to meet the growing demand.

**Soviet, Italian Leaders Call For Intense Peace Efforts**

Pope Paul May Receive Gromyko

IOC To Decide Site Of 1973 Olympics Tuesday

**OAD**

**Flights Return From Iran Visit**

**Title Spends Day Visiting Ninegahur**

**Meeting Discusses Revival Of Arts**
Opportunity For Businessmen

How can the United States business community benefit from the opening of markets in the Middle East? The recent visit of Secretary of Commerce Pascal B. Du Pont to the region has shed some light on this question. Du Pont's discussions with government officials and business leaders indicated a growing interest in trade and investment opportunities. However, there are several challenges that need to be addressed, including issues related to transportation, infrastructure, and cultural differences.

Urgent Need For Women Police In Afghanistan

Afghanistan's situation continues to be a matter of concern for the international community. With the increase in violence and instability, the need for trained women police officers becomes more pressing than ever. Their role could be crucial in maintaining order and providing a role model for women in the community.

All About Women

Fire "Stones" Rolled Through W. Germany

A recent event in western Germany has captured the attention of the world. The "Fire Stones" were rolled through the streets, challenging authorities and raising questions about the management of public events.

Air Transportation Of Skating World Top Quarters Childs

Skating is a popular sport, and the transportation of top athletes around the world is crucial for their participation in competitions. The challenges faced in transporting these athletes highlight the importance of infrastructure and logistics.

Air Flight Completes Of Skating World Top Quarters Childs

The completion of the air flight for top skating quarters represents a significant achievement in交通运输. It showcases the advancements in technology and the dedication of those involved in the sport.

Mother-in-Law Makes Me Feel Faint

A humorous take on the relationship between law and medicine.

Senior Citizen's Pet Cook Perves

A piece about the role of pets in the lives of senior citizens.
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With the ladies at the center of the image.

U.S. Troops In S. Vietnam Reach 240,000

The number of U.S. troops in South Vietnam has reached 240,000, with the government in Saigon now calling for the withdrawal of American forces. The situation remains tense, and the need for a diplomatic solution is underscored.
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The image is accompanied by a series of photos, each with a caption.
13 Die As 80-Year-Old House Collapses; Bodies Recovered; Red Crescent, Ministry Help

Home News In Brief

French Troops May Stay in W. Germany If Bonn Wishes, Congress de Merville Says On TV

World Briefs

Man May Live Two Centuries

Refrigeration Plant Heads List Of 97 Business Ideas

U.S. Gets Bombs Back From Allies

Republican Party In U.S. Debates Civil Rights Stand

No Reiterates Five-Point Peace Proposal; Humphrey, Ford Discuss Asian Conference

Greek Govt. Survives Censure Motions Tabled By Opposition

Greek Govt. Survives Censure Motions Tabled By Opposition

Ged Dak黩.

U.S. Senator Suggests de Gaulle, Johnson Meet On NATO
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